
Complete each sentence with one of the four demonstrative determiners: 

this, these, that, or those.

1) �ower vases were specially ordered from California.

2) How wonderful poem is!

3) When are you going to return book?

4) Mia collected acorns today.

5) Let's watch a movie evening.

6) Look at stars up in the sky.

7) airplane looks like a bird.

8) Can you see ships on the sea?

9) robot is controlled by a remote.

10) chairs are broken.
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Name :

Demonstrative determiners modify a noun, and determine the physical 

distance of the noun from the speaker.

near the speaker

far from the speaker

PositionPlural

These

Those

Singular

This

That

Examples: Mom bought this teddy bear for Sara.
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Complete each sentence with one of the four demonstrative determiners: 

this, these, that, or those.

1) �ower vases were specially ordered from California.Those

2) How wonderful poem is!this

3) When are you going to return book?that

4) Mia collected acorns today.these

5) Let's watch a movie evening.this

6) Look at stars up in the sky.those

7) airplane looks like a bird.That

8) Can you see ships on the sea?those

9) robot is controlled by a remote.That

10) chairs are broken.These

Answer key
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Name :

Demonstrative determiners modify a noun, and determine the physical 

distance of the noun from the speaker.

near the speaker

far from the speaker

PositionPlural

These

Those

Singular

This

That

Examples: Mom bought this teddy bear for Sara.
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